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Crypto startup company Paxos Trust LLC is piloting a blockchain-based
approach for settling equity trades with the tacit endorsement of the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission.[1] If successful, Paxos' approach
has the potential to unseat the Depository Trust Clearing Corp. and
permanently change how trade settlement works.
Not to be outdone, the DTCC announced an initiative at the end of May
called Project Ion to explore the same technology.[2] Benefits of a
blockchain approach — also called distributed ledger technology, or DLT —
compared to the traditional centralized approach may include increased
settlement speed, reduced risk, faster access to funds and reduced costs.
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Theoretically, the DLT approach could also allow for accurate identification
of damaged investors in securities class actions, including Rule 10b-5 and
Section 11 litigation. There are risks to implementing a wholesale change
to the settling processes, however, and it is not clear at this point if a DLT
approach is superior.
How Trade Settlement Works Today
The DTCC is the only central securities depository in the U.S., meaning
that broker-dealers and banks deposit and hold securities centrally under
the DTCC's custody.[3] This allows trades to be executed through
electronic book entry rather than delivery of physical certificates.
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The current broker-to-broker order to settlement process works as
follows:
1. An investor sends an order to a broker to buy or sell securities.
2. The broker sends the order for execution to an exchange.
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3. The trade is made with another broker on the exchange.
4. Trade information is sent by the exchange to the DTCC's National Securities Clearing
Corp. subsidiary for post-trade processing.
5. The NSCC processes and records the trade and issues to the broker counterparties a
summary, including information on the net securities positions and net money to be settled.
6. The NSCC sends instructions to the DTCC's Depository Trust Corp. subsidiary with net
securities positions to be settled. As deliveries of securities are processed, the net money to
be settled is posted to the NSCC's settlement system.
7. The DTC transfers ownership of securities electronically, moving net securities positions
from the selling broker's account to the NSCC's account, and then from the NSCC's account
to the buying broker's account.

8. The brokers' settling banks send or receive funds to or from the DTC as the NSCC's agent
to complete settlement, at which time all securities movements become final.[4]
In the current setup, most investors elect to hold their stock certificates in street name,
which permits the stock to be held in the name of their broker at the DTCC.[5] While this
allows for efficiency in the settlement process, it also means there is no master registry of
the beneficial owners of stock — i.e., the DTCC only tracks the broker-dealer's identity in
the settlement, not the beneficial owner of the shares.
The lack of a single master registry of beneficial stock ownership creates at least two
problematic issues. First, overvoting can occur in shareholder votes when broker-dealers
lend stock they hold in street name, as it may appear that there are two beneficial owners
of the same shares.[6]
Second, when short sales take place, both the lender of shares and the owner of the same
shares that were sold short may appear qualified to make damage claims in securities class
actions, resulting in possible double counting of damaged shares.[7]

In addition to the problems resulting from the lack of a master registry, the costs of the
current system are threefold. First, there are the direct dollar costs charged by the DTCC in
the form of fees.[8]
Second, there are indirect costs in the form of personnel and processes that broker-dealers
maintain to manage the flow of information back and forth with the DTCC.
Third, and perhaps most important, is the cost of time. The DTCC settlement model for
equity securities currently operates at a standard settlement time frame of T+2, which is
shorthand for two days after the trade date. During this time window, the investor's funds
are essentially tied up. Until 2017, a three-day settlement period, or, T+3, was standard.[9]

Trade Settlement on the Blockchain
On Oct. 28, 2019, the SEC issued a no-action letter to Paxos that proposed to pilot a project
in which blockchain technology would be used to settle equity trades.[10] In its letter, the
SEC limited the pilot to a set of 140 high-volume, low-volatility equity securities and a twoyear test window.[11]
On Feb. 20, 2020, Paxos announced that it had gone live with the pilot settlement service
and begun settling bilateral U.S. equity trades between Credit Suisse Group AG and Instinet
LLC.[12]
Paxos' approach uses a blockchain called the Paxos Ledger to record peer-to-peer trades in
cash and securities. Blockchains are distributed ledgers that record transactions between
two parties in a verifiable and permanent way. The blocks are records of the transactions
and they are virtually stacked together to form a permanent chain of records that are
publicly observable.
The Paxos Ledger is a private and permissioned blockchain, which provides an additional
level of security over open blockchains like Bitcoin, as they require an access control layer.
How the Paxos Settlement Service Works
Asset Digitization
A customer will deposit an eligible security into their Paxos Settlement Service account by
instructing their broker to transfer the security from the broker's DTCC account to Paxos'
DTCC account. Upon receipt of a security into Paxos' DTCC account, Paxos will create a
digitized security entitlement (i.e., a token-ized version), which is a digital representation of
the security. This security entitlement will be credited to the customer on the Paxos
Ledger.[13]
Cash Digitization
A customer will also deposit funds in U.S. dollars to a specified Paxos bank account for
operating cash or margin cash needs. This can be done by wire transfer. Upon receipt of the
cash into a Paxos bank account, Paxos will create a digitized security entitlement (this time,
representing U.S. dollars) credited to the customer on the Paxos Ledger.[14]
Trade Submission for Settlement
The pilot project is currently limited to trades that are executed on an Over-the-counter
basis or on a trading venue that Paxos authorizes. Once completed, a trade that is ready for
settlement is submitted to the Paxos Settlement Service. The trade submission will contain
the requisite trade details, including the transacted security, quantity of shares, price per
share, net amount of money to be settled, buying trade counterparty, selling trade
counterparty, trade date, and settlement date.[15]
Settlement
Provided that the trade counterparties have sufficient digitized cash and securities in their
Paxos Settlement Service accounts, Paxos will automatically settle the obligations between
two counterparties by causing the security entitlements to the cash and securities to be
simultaneously transferred between the relevant customers' accounts on the Paxos

Ledger.[16]
Paxos describes its service as a "post-trade settlement platform for U.S. securities that
enables existing market participants to settle trades between themselves" using a
permissioned blockchain network.[17]
The benefits Paxos says it will achieve are (1) access to shorter settlement times, including
T+0 and T+1, in addition to the standard T+2; (2) immediate access to settlement
proceeds; and (3) accuracy and visibility into time-stamped records of asset ownership on
the Paxos Ledger.

Whether Paxos can scale up and handle large transaction volumes is an open question,
however. Others have experimented with similar approaches and the results on speed and
scalability have been mixed.
For example, a German blockchain-settlement experiment with Bundesbank and Deutsche
Boerse found that, although operational in principal, "[t]he blockchain solutions [to settle
securities and cash] did not fare better in every way: the process took a bit longer and
resulted in relatively high computational costs."[18]

Security is also a concern. Cryptocurrency and blockchain-based businesses have been
subject to almost non-stop hacking attempts in recent years, which is an issue Paxos and
others will face. The private and permissioned nature of the Paxos ledger provides a
substantial layer of security relative to open blockchains, however.
Fragmentation of the settlement infrastructure may also create problems. Broker-dealers
and institutional traders all have internal operations tailored to interfacing with the DTCC
and its processes.
If Paxos' experiment is successful, the logical outcome is a fragmentation of settlement
processes that vary in terms of time, services offered, and information communicated.
Adapting to multiples services may prove costly and inefficient for some market
participants.
DLT and Securities Class Actions
From a litigation perspective, DLT-based settlement has the potential to solve a thorny
problem in Rule 10b-5 and Section 11 securities class actions.[19] Currently, distributing
damages to qualified shareholders in these matters is challenging due to the indirect nature
of share ownership, particularly when artificial shares are created by short sellers.
Both the lender of shares and the owner of the same shares that were sold short may
appear qualified to make damage claims, resulting in possible double counting. As noted
above, no master register of the beneficial owners of shares exists to sort out this problem.
As a general matter, the question of who is damaged will arise in any securities class action
settlement: is the damaged party the share lender, the buyer of borrowed shares sold by
shorts, or both? In the In re: Dole Food Co. Inc. settlement, the Delaware Chancery
Court ruled that the trader shorting a stock was the party responsible for paying damages
to the buyer of the shares.[20] Tracking down individual shorts associated with a buyer's
long position and then extracting a payment is difficult to impossible, however.
A transaction record system on a blockchain, like the Paxos Ledger, might solve the
recording problems. In a DLT setup, every share of stock has its own tokenized blockchain
record history. Every transaction, therefore, would be recorded in a block that contains
data, such as seller, buyer, price, action — buy, sell, lend, borrow, payment made and
received — along with a time stamp.
Having this record would allow a court to know who was the beneficial owner of shares at
any time and so would qualify for damages.
Is the DLT Approach Really any Better?
Setting aside the issue of sorting through artificial shares in securities class actions, a key
question remains: Can the benefits that Paxos promises be achieved with a less disruptive
upgrade to the current centralized model of trade settlement?
The answer may very well be yes. DLT promises speed, transparency and faster access to
funds, but there does not seem to be an impediment to achieving the same benefits under a
centralized architecture. Indeed, Paxos' DLT settlement service still relies on the DTCC to
act as the central depository for the digitized securities on the Paxos Ledger — it is
therefore ultimately still centralized solution.

Mike McClain, managing director at DTC Settlement Services, recently said in an interview
that "forcing a wholesale move by the industry would not be easy," and emphasized the
promise of the digital accelerated settlement program to "introduce optimized settlement
processes and accelerate settlement to T+0, while retaining the core benefits of DTC's
centralized netting and risk management."
McClain continued, "[T]his service would not force operational or technical change, nor
would it cause fragmentation to the clearance and settlement ecosystem." In other words,
we may not need to abandon centralized post-trade settlement to achieve the same benefits
promised by DLT.[21]
Conclusion
Like most innovations, the application of blockchain technology to equity settlement comes
with a set of risks. First and foremost, ensuring that distributed ledgers are secure and
safeguarded against errors and hacking is paramount to the long‐term success of the
technology.
Next, the technology must prove it can handle transactional volumes required of modern
public equity markets — an open question.
Finally, the question of whether the potential speed and transparency benefits outweigh
potential fragmentation costs is one that can only be answered as we observe the outcome
of pilot projects like the Paxos Ledger or the DTCC's own blockchain initiative.
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